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WFWP Portugal facilitated a lecture on the theme ’Influences of our Family Tree on our Lives’. It took 
place on 12 July 2016 in the Embassy of Peace in Barcarena/Lisbon. This lecture was given by by the 
Brazilian therapist Ines Rodrigues o Souza who was in Portugal on tour. 
 
WFWP Portugal were delighted that she accepted our invitation to speak in spite of her busy schedule, 
and we had 24 people participating with great interest. 
 
She explained how we are all influenced by our direct ancestral lineage and by the energy frequencies or 
magnetic waves which are passed down through our DNA. 
 
Ms. Rodrigues was received with great expectation and addressed many issues and queries, including 
practical issues such as the origin of most diseases, financial needs, emotional problems as well as what 
we call ‘bad luck’. 
 
As an example, she also measured the frequency of the group of 24 people who were in attendance, using 
techniques like the Radionics Bureau and the Pendulum. She measured our frequencies before and after a 
30 minute meditation, and the result showed dramatic improvements after balancing the energy. 
 
Among the participants were people who already had some understanding of the techniques used but who 
wanted to deepen their knowledge, and requested that we organise a more detailed course with Ms. 
Rodriguez. 
 
Ines Rodrigues is a Brazilian Holistic Therapist, a scholar and researcher in energy pathways for healing. 
She has made great discoveries and advancements in the area of rebalancing a person’s energetic 
frequencies. 
 
After this experimental and very fascinating presentation, Marta de Carvalho Rodrigues, addressed the 
guests on behalf of WFWP Portugal ,and also Liberto Silva and Sergio Vieira representing UPF, they 
included a presentation about the life and work of our founders. 
 
Over refreshments we then had the opportunity to ask Ines more questions which proved to be very 
popular. 
 
It was a wonderful experience and we would like to thank all the participants and staff who helped to 
make this event so successful and enjoyable! 
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